This special issue investigates contemporary transformations of Islam in the post-communist Balkans. We put forward the concept of localized Islam, as an analytical lens that aptly captures the input of various interpreting agents, competing narratives and choices of faith.
Introduction
Following the dissolution of former Yugoslavia, nationalism and ethnic conflict emerged as the hegemonic paradigms to analyse almost all processes of change unfolding across the Balkans. In this context, the revival of Islam is usually read through collective categories of national "belonging" and "Othering", which insist on clear criteria for inclusion and exclusion between and within specific political units (see, e.g., Mentzel 2000) . These categorical terms of inter-communal belonging are now found in the media, political debates and international community's projects, thus, shaping an overarching and self-perpetuating line of discourse (Henig and Bielenin-Lenczowska 2013, 2) . So overwhelming is this debate that any new developments and practices of Islam are typically squeezed into a one-size-fits-all category of ethno-religious "belonging". Such parameters then serve to delineate the actual course and future projection of religious experiences. Not only do such clear-cut terms of belonging function as a straightjacket for studying diverse religious discoveries and expressions of Islamic faith, but they also eschew believer's personal choices, amidst alternative offers that crowd the post-communist market of ideas. Specifically, Muslims' attempts to cultivate their pious selves and stake out what it means to be a good Muslim are seen as buttressing intercommunal conflicts and propping up regional-or global-wide security threats (Roy 2015 ).
Yet, the lifting of religious restrictions since the early 1990s has unleashed a myriad of new spaces for Muslim believers to discover their faith in novel and unconventional ways. Today's believers have open access to the Internet and international publications from across the world. They may travel abroad to study, make pilgrimages, attend conferences, and follow online sermons and fatwas. Their engagement with globalized Islamic trends flourished also in the context of substantial "foreign direct investment" from Islamic networks keen to gain followers and influence the revival of Islam in the conflict-ridden Balkans. In this competitive marketplace of ideas, believers encounter a myriad of new offers and can weigh up and choose the relevance of each according to their contingent circumstances and individual experiences (Elbasani and Roy 2015a, 9-11) . Hence, rather than an ideologically-loaded economic model of supply and demand, the market here refers to the competition that characterizes the open religious field as well as socio-political and historical experiences that determine the "shopping" preferences of the "customers" in question (Pelkmans 2006 ). This special issue investigates contemporary transformations of Islam in the Balkans at the intersection of dominant narratives of national belonging, globalized trends and influences as well as believer's own recasting of such categories according to the socio-political circumstances they face in their post-socialist lives. We assume that believers are not passive recipients of nationalized or foreign-supplied provisos of belonging. Instead, they are agents with the capacity to reimagine and recast these provisos and ultimately what it means to be a This introductory essay is organised into three sections. Section I introduces the concept of localized Islam and the role of interpreting agents. Section II outlines the participatory actors and related narratives that shape local perspectives to faith -political elites, mainstream intellectuals, and religious hierarchies that often unite to safeguard a nation-centric understanding of religion; foreign networks and missionaries that make use of open channels of communication to gain market "shares"; and lay-believers who encounter different offers and rally around the living dimension of religious knowledge and practice. Section III introduces the case studies and presents some of the main findings.
Localized Islam(s)
Islam, like the other "great" religious traditions, is a contested and malleable field of meaning, open to multiple interpretations. As Yavuz notes, "it is not only the universal principles of Islam that ground everyday actions, but also the practical and immediate issues, which Muslims confront. Although Islam provides a universal set of principles to make life meaningful, these principles are vernacularized and localized in specific narratives" (Yavuz 2006, 215) . Certainly, there is a cluster of core "essentials"-foundational texts and interpretative techniques -which are recognised by all those who consider themselves to be Muslims. Nonetheless, religious authorities, intellectuals and lay-believers differ considerably in their interpretation of the core religious doctrine, respective practices and generally what it means to be a "good" Muslim in a particular society and at specific moments in time. As within every religious orthodoxy, the agency of the interpreter recasts and reinvents faith in close interaction with the historical, ideational and material circumstances in which it operates (Elbasani 2016, 255-256) . In other words, it is not possible to talk of Islam or Islamic tradition in general, but only about Muslims decoding and living their faith under specific conditions (Kramer 1993) . What is required to capture the entangled flow of global, regional, national, historical and contemporary influences that inform localization is empirically-rich research sensitive to motivations of various agents as well as respective narratives and practices in the specific contexts where they unfold.
Hence, we view localization as an analytical lens that is able to transcend essentialised readings of Islam be it as a body of timeless principles resilient to change or a fixed, one-sizefits-all category of belonging. Specifically, the paradigm of localization allows us to explore the actors and the dynamics of vernacularization of the "great" tradition through authoritative reinterpretations of religious principles, the negotiation of meaning and the pursuit of everyday dimension of religious practice and ritual. This approach necessarily brings to the fore different agents who are endowed with specific resources and who embrace different strategies in their daily political struggles (Escobar 2001) . It also highlights competing accounts of Islam in terms of both relevant power struggles and claims on "the proper" way to being Muslim in different locations and at different times (Asad 1986, 15-17) . In sum, our agency-focused approach to the localization of Islam allows us to unpack the "grand" religious tradition according to the interpretation of purposeful agents, each flashing their own sources, perspectives and solutions on how to be a Muslim.
Local Agents and Competing Narratives in Post-Communist Balkans
The collapse of communism, and its restrictive religious policies, provided a key juncture for the recovery of religious ideals and practices across the post-communist realm. Indeed, the liberalization of religious restrictions prompted nothing less than a resurgence of faith (Ramet 2014) . Islam was no exception and gradually emerged as a useful source to reimagine the community and to make sense of a rapidly changing world, particularly in the context of violent conflicts, changing borders and the creation of new polities that marked the collapse of Yugoslavia. This resurgence of religion went hand-in-hand with the intrusion of a myriad of foreign networks, which enlarged the scope of available religious alternatives (Elbasani 2015, 12-13) . The surfacing options pitted against each other various offers of faith: nationcentric interpretations, which gained fervour in the wake of unfolding conflicts; globalized trends that arrived with foreign networks; and more personalized choices embraced by local believers in the process of religious ritual and observance.
The Prevailing Politics of National Identity
On the macro political level, nationalism as stirred by post-communist political entrepreneurs emerged as the foremost paradigm to framing battles for state authority, power, territory, and independent statehood during the Balkan conflicts (Poulton and Taji-Farouki 1997; Duijzings 2000) . Nationalism as an ideology, often infused with ethno-religious overtones, has historically been a powerful dimension of Balkan politics, but it gained strength during the new wave of post-communist conflicts. In the revived spectrum of Balkan nationalisms, moreover, Muslims were typically depicted as remnants of a bygone era, the "Other" that could hardly integrate into the aspiring uniform, European and often exclusively ChristianOrthodox national units (Carmichael 2002) . The anti-Islamic penchant of nationalist discourses was further rooted in the official memories of post-Ottoman nation-and statebuilding experiences, thus linking the past and the present. To be sure, since their very inception, Balkan states that carved themselves out of former Ottoman territories adopted largely antagonistic policies towards their "inherited" Muslims, which were treated as foreigners to be expelled, were stigmatized by the dominant ethno-religious group, became target of forced homogenization or at best toleration as a separate, but difficult to absorb ethno-religious group. Even Muslim-majority Albania renounced Muslim symbols as a synonym of backwardness, and undertook large-scale reforms to remould the Islamic community according to its "modern" and "European times" especially during the interwar period (Clayer 2008; Elbasani and Puto 2016) .
State-sponsored academic institutions and intelligentsias often collaborated in legitimizing state policies by providing convenient narratives of uniform national aspirations, past, present and future (Bougarel 2005, 11) . These politically-subservient, and oft-fabricated, accounts of national "heritage" and how Islam merged or parted ways, came in handy to fashion national projects that dominated the political scene after communism. From Serbia to Macedonia, to Bosnia, and to Kosovo, post-communist elites capitalized on selective historical narratives in order to forge new political entities, consolidate power, and, when necessary, wage wars against the "Others". Government-sponsored Islam -an organizational concept, which refers to the creation of centralized hierarchies collaborating with the state -served as yet another powerful interlocutor of nation-centric accounts merging the past and the present (Oktem 2011, 162-3; Elbasani 2015, 6-8) . Accordingly, the state nourished close relationship with nationalized Islamic structures by offering specific benefits and institutional support. In return, the state maintained the prerogative to intervene -ulamas were domesticated, religious ideas were tamed, and scholarship was corrected.
The chains of transmission from the political elite to the Islamic establishment work in a topdown manner: political elites and state bureaucrats establish the institutional and ideological parameters that conform to the idea of the nation; mainstream intellectuals furnish selective historical "memories"; and the religious hierarchies diffuse the official line across the respective community of believers (Elbasani and Roy 2015b, 8, 246) . Meanwhile, nationalist and post-conflict paradigms that continue to dominate the study of the Balkans help establish a hegemonic interpretation of the Muslim community as trapped into the politics of communal identity (Henig and Bielenin-Lenczowska 2013, 2) and/or official memories of nation-and state-building process (Blumi 1998; Tošić 2015) . Hence, Muslims' re-discovery of piety and observance, as well as referents of faith are commonly filtered through the classification schemes that the nationally-organised religious "field" nourishes and animates.
These categories necessarily produce inflexible boundaries between and within Islam, while new religious practices raise suspicion of extraterritorial allegiances, anti-democratic tendencies, and threats of terrorism (Khalid 2007; Merdjanova 2013) . (Olson 2015) . At least a fraction of these movements also entertained a broader plan to "purify" Islamic practices from local "inventions", while attempting to forge partnerships with specific political groups, and setting up militant cells able to operating across regional and European borders (Elbasani 2016 ).
Foreign Movements and the Open-Market of Ideas
Owing to the multiplicity of interpretations on offer, lay believers were confronted with various tendencies, experiences and political agendas, including ones propagated by militant networks. Some of the fringe radical groups managed to infiltrate local institutions, made inroads amongst the poor, attracted groupings suffering the hardship of transition and articulated a message of equality and justice during critical moments of war and the withdrawal of the state (Ghodsee 2010 ). Yet, not all the networks and ideas, which permeated the open market of religion, were similarly welcomed by local communities. Salafi and other radical forms of Islam achieved very limited gains even amongst believers in search of knowledge and practices different from the national-traditional ones (Bougarel 2003; Tošić 2015; Mesarič 2015) . In fact, the dilemmas that came with foreign movements and their agendas did, more often than not, trigger soul-searching among Muslim authorities, believers and broad communities on what is to be a "good" Muslim and how to pursue it in the context of their plural and largely secular societies (Karić 2002) . On the level of living religiosity or the way an individual experiences his/her relation to faith, then we expect a revision of "identities" be it in terms of ethno-religious belonging, alignment with the global Ummah, gamut of religious experiences and absorption of radical ideologies.
Living Experiences of Faith
Anthropological studies on the Balkans furnish ample evidence of different ways of "being" Muslim (Bringa 1995; Ghodsee 2010) . The more one moves beyond and away from centrallyorganised religious "fields", the more one observes Muslim "anomalies" -ethno-religious fusion, heterodox practices, cultural diffusion and plural forms of belonging and believing (Henig and Bielenin-Lenczowska 2013). Mixed identity choices are frequent, particularly in more peripheral settings where ecclesiastical organisations and state institutions are less active in reaching and determining believer's preferences. Hence, seen from the autonomous spaces of believer's piety and ritual, the experience of Islam is fluid and dynamic, while Muslim identities mixed, ambiguous and situational. As a recent study puts it, Muslim religiosities in the post-communist Balkans are "increasingly personal, mobile, weakly institutionalized and collective as a choice" (Elbasani and Roy 2015b, 458) .
These mobile and personal forms of religiosity often congregate into autonomous practice communities, informal structures where members of an ethno-national group or sub-group endeavour to build a community of believers within a larger group of "cultural Muslims" (Roy 2004) . Believers aim to define a religious attitude towards the world that does not consist of "belonging" to a cultural group, but rather of freely incorporating religious norms in their daily lives. They do not necessarily reject the concept of local traditions, nor do they consider their less observant neighbours as "infidels". They also do not seek institutional legitimacy or authority. Yet, the emerging faith communities share a common interest in learning, organising meetings, attending related forums and practicing together (Olson 2016 ).
In doing so, they are open to and incorporate different references -local, national and global.
Summary of the Articles and Findings
The articles in this issue aim to shed light on the role of various agents and the emerging alternatives and choices of being Muslim in different cases across the post-communist Balkans. By adopting an agent-based approach that is sensitive to relevant actors' choices and the contexts where they operate, we explore how various groups negotiate and ultimately localize the grand Islamic tradition, depending on where they are situated along the hierarchy of power.
At least two articles in this issue analyse religion as a power-laden construct that portrays a hegemonic political discourse of historical memories, collective national identities, and communal belonging. Alexandros Sakellarious' contribution explores both continuities and discontinuities in the contemporary political discourse on Islam by focusing on the parliamentary debates regarding the construction of a mosque in Athens (2016) . He situates his analysis in the dominant narrative of post-Ottoman nation-and state-building project but also the historical affinity between the Orthodox Church and the Greek collective identity, both crucial to explain the prevailing fear that dominates political debates on the mosque construction, and the presence of Islam in Greece more broadly. By elaborating on the intricacies of the evolving political discourse, Sakellarious shows that various agentsparticularly the extreme right parties, specific media outlets, and a section of the Greek Orthodox Church -deploy selected historical narratives to construe an image of Islam as a threat to the social cohesion. Tracing these discursive genealogies allows the author to grasp how a specific segment of the political spectrum incites moral/religious panic while reducing Islam to the Greek "traditional" and more recently to the "fundamentalist" Other.
Nonetheless, the analysis also shows that the actual discourse that capitalizes on past narratives, changes and evolves depending on (trans) Another key, and perhaps counterintuitive finding of this special issue is the active role of women in cultivating a religious self that more often than not transforms, rather than conforms to collective categories of belonging, be it national, political, global and/or authoritatively sanctioned. In that sense the analysis provided in this issue disrupts the hegemonic readings of Islam primarily through the lens of male extremism, gender violence, women oppression, female passivity (see also Abu-Lughod 2013, Zubaida 2011) and/or gender inequality backed by patriarchal interpretations and institutionalized religious order.
All the contributions that focus on believers' performance of religious practice -Bulgarianspeaking Muslims' enaction of Islamic practice, Bosnian Muslims' experience of shariadating and Muslim Roma's veneration of saints -underscore the agentive dimension of women's purposeful recasting of "rules of behavior". Women here appear to be participatory actors actively rewriting rather than passively subjecting to "governing" Islamic rules.
Indeed, the way female believers pursue Islamic knowledge and practice in their daily lives is an example par excellence of recasting a tradition largely narrated by national aspirations, textual dogma and institutionalized religious order. Not only are the observed religious practices of women context-specific, but they are also deliberate acts of staking out what it means to be a "good Muslim" in their specific socio-political milieus. In Trofimova's analysis of the practice of shrines among Roma communities, women actually perform the role of "ritual authorities" that uphold the heterodox tradition of veneration of saints by maintaining the shrines, elaborating the interior and instructing visitors on the rules of conduct. Olson's observation of communities of practice among Muslims in Bulgaria also shows that women, including adolescent women, take on a leading role in organising informal meetings and debating the right way of religious practice. Their dress choices in particular point at a hybrid and personal form of piety and observance: young women tend to prefer fashionable Middle Eastern style hijabs, but they also choose to wear it at religious venues only; their mothers and grandmothers by contrast tend to wear more traditional costumes, typically featuring folk colours and symbolism. Similarly, Mesaric's account of the dating life of Muslim believers in Bosnia highlights women's active role in determining the "religious" boundaries of partnerseeking strategies. Most rules on searching for a marriage partner -the form of introduction, adequate spaces for meeting and socializing, features of Islamic cafés, the level and time of interaction with the prospective husband, the possible change of partners when necessaryare all negotiated on the ground and for as long as it takes to find the right match.
Most of women's religious experiences also develop independently, and sometimes, in open contrast to the prescriptions of the institutionalized hierarchy, which is occupied exclusively by men. Trofimova's analysis of shrines shows that women actively confront religious authorities, which tend to disapprove of such practices for having no connection to "proper"
Islam. In one case, the female "ritual specialists" crucially figured in defrocking the village Imam, who wanted to clean the interiors of the local school from non-Muslim symbols typically displayed in Roma's houses and praying venues. Mesaric's account of the premarital relations among Muslim believers also displays that women are aware of and confront head on authorities' critique on the legitimacy of such practice in written Islamic sources .
Olson's investigation of women in Bulgaria, on the other hand, shows how they organise, meet and practice in informal groups that do not seek any guidance or form of legitimacy from the religious authorities. Most of these women are probably aware that the local authorities would anyway hardly condone the design-your-own kit of Islamic practice that they seeminly choose to observe.
